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1. Introduction

The materials must be tested before construction and use on structures. Therefore, the design should be such that effective inspection and data acquisition is possible during the maintenance and servicing of a piece of equipment at different stages of construction. In addition to the visual inspection method, the design should be such that effective inspection and data acquisition is possible during the maintenance examination of metallic structures is a relatively difficult effort that requires robust techniques for use in industrial environments.

2. Materials and methods

The MCNP code is capable of solving particle transport problems...
(photon, neutron, photon and electron transport) [15]. Also, the SuperMC version 3.3 software packages [16] can calculate the radiation issues and its main feature is easy working with no need to know the programming language and backgrounds. In addition to that, this software is licensed and can be cited by important authorities such as the IAEA and all safety centers responsible for collecting and writing nuclear safety standards such as radiation protection (ICRP, ICRU). The software SuperMC has been written by the FDS team based on the Monte Carlo algorithm from the University of Science and Technology of China (USTC).

According to Fig. 1, on the Iron plate (Fe) was placed a lead (Pb) piece as a marker towards the radioactive source. Then on the other side, the radiographic film or detector was located to calculate the gamma-ray flux using the mentioned simulators. The spherical tungsten (W) with a 0.1 cm radius was considered at the center. After that, the simulated scheme is irradiated twice based on Fig. 2 to calculate the defect depth (D) using Eq. (1).

$$D = \frac{t \times S_D}{S_M}$$

(Eq 1)

where $t$ is sample thickness, and $S_D$ and $S_M$ are defect and marker displacements, respectively [17]. Eq. (2) was used to calculate the distance of the Iridium-192 source ($E = 316.51$ keV of gamma-ray with 82.81% intensity) to the piece with the above specifications [18].

$$F = \frac{t \times (U_T + S)}{U_T}$$

(Eq 2)

where $t$ is sample thickness (cm), $U_T$ is total un-detectability (cm), and $S$ is effective diameter of the source (cm). Meanwhile Table 1 demonstrates the simulated metal plate specimen specifications from Fig. 1. It might be possible to use $^{137}$Cs as the source for exposure, but this isotope is always diluted with inactive Cs isotopes. This makes it difficult to obtain a physically small source, and a large volume of the source makes it impossible to detect fine details in a radiographic assessment. The gamma source of $^{192}$Ir was simulated in spherical shape at distinct distance from the sample metal as shown in Fig. 2.

Then according to Fig. 3, the problem was simulated again by MCNP code utilizing a radiography tally of F5 (photon numbers per cm$^2$) to compute the flux at a point. The purpose of this work was to estimate the displacement shift of the defect into the sample and the marker by changing the source location along the x- or y-axis. Subsequently using Eq. (1), the depth of the defect was calculated and compared with the actual defect position so that the relative error and then the accuracy of this method can be estimated.

3. Results

The graph of gamma flux emitted from the $^{192}$Ir source within the piece using SuperMC software has been shown in Fig. 4. The distribution of gamma flux in iron plate is nearly integrated and seamless, which makes it easy to detect the lead marker in the corner. Meanwhile, the radiographic output obtained from the MCNP code for two exposures has been shown in Fig. 5 to calculate the displacement of the defect and the marker by the source movement. It can be seen that the radiography tally distinguishes the tungsten impurities and the lead marker from the iron sample piece. Because the marker is a lead, so a large number of gamma rays are absorbed by the lead before reaching the iron sample. As a result, it is easy to calculate the displacements whose values have been given in Table 2.

Using the F5 tally in the MCNP code, the gamma flux emitted from $^{192}$Ir was computed within and around the defined defect inside the specimen. As can be seen from Fig. 6, it can be concluded that at point $x = -0.5$, $y = -0.5$ there is a disturbance in the flux process, which is the defect position within the specimen. The obtained gamma flux decreased from about $9.5E+11$ to $6.5E+11$ photon/cm$^2$ along both the x- and y-axes. After the identified defect position, the flux amount along the x-axis was approximately $0.5E+11$ units larger than the y-axis. The aim of the procedure was to confirm Eq. (1) method as well as the radiography-tally method.

4. Discussion

Industrial radiography for non-destructive testing is normally applied for inspecting concrete [19] and a plurality of welds, for...
example in components and storage tanks, water and gas pipes [20]. This method can recognize flaws or cracks that might otherwise not be visible. These properties have made the non-destructive technique as a main instrument for reliability, safety and quality control. In some applications, the characterizing of high energy penetrating radiation has some limitations resulting from the geometry and materials of the detector in the obtained final signal. Therefore, utilizing other radiation like neutron [21] or electron [22] beams as a combined method may compensate or complete the shortcomings of X or gamma-ray method. Also, induced beam production from other reactions can be suggested where large radiographic counters cannot be implemented.

The energy of gamma rays from the source must be sufficient to penetrate the thickness of the specimen to be radiographed. In the literature, useful thickness ranges of metals are available for different gamma ray sources. As the energy of emitted radiation is the property of the source and cannot be altered, the only way to generate different energy radiation is to use another source. Thus, $^{60}$Co is a hard metal with density of 8.9 g/cm$^3$, a half life of 5.3 years and two gamma photons in cascade with energy of 1.17 and 1.33 MeV. Besides, $^{192}$Ir is very hard metal of platinum family with density of 22.4 g/cm$^3$, a half life of 74.4 days, and a complex spectrum of gamma rays containing at least 24 spectral lines of 0.13, 0.29, 0.58, 0.60 and 0.61 MeV. The thickness range for which the source can be utilized is about 100 mm steel. On the other hand, $^{137}$Cs is one of the most common fission products of the atomic pile; the radioactive salt is compressed to a density of 3.5 g/cm$^3$ by a 0.662 MeV gamma ray. Cs is chiefly used for the radiography of steel thickness between 40 and 100 mm [17].

Radiation inspection control systems for cargo and freight containers typically use transmission techniques with a fan beam [23] to produce images of a target object. Nazemi et al. [4] have predicted a pixel value’s non-uniformity in tangential and polar angles via artificial neural network at the range of 100–300 kVp of X-ray tube by 23% mean relative error. Meanwhile, Machado et al. [24] have designed a planar eddy current array probe by 4 m/s with 3 mm lift-off in inspection of low conductivity unidirectional carbon fiber reinforced polymer (CFRP) [25] ropes to detect the 0.1 cm defect with an excellent signal to noise ratio (SNR). Moreover, nano-scale materials play a significant role in power industry [26].
and medicine [27–29] to increase the efficiency and reduce the cost as well as stable provision of energy required. Furthermore, the non-destructive technique is also used in aviation and drones to investigate the aircraft fuselages for damage due to wear, hailstones, lightning, and bird strikes. Some tests such as displacement or acceleration at different locations of a specimen need to be appraised via the known input or corresponding output by a transfer function [30] to detect the unforeseen instabilities or tolerances.

In this study, the accuracy of determining the depth defect of tungsten in a distinct piece via computed method was 13% compared to the actual defect depth. Since gamma rays were absorbed by the lead marker, the source shift and then the defect position were simply identified. In addition to that, the reduction and disorder in gamma-flux map revealed the precise position of the defect. The major parameters for the reliability evaluation of non-destructive testing are based on the defect length, which can be determined with a reasonable degree of confidence according to the guidelines for standard practices of ASTM E2862 and MIL-HDBK-1823A [31]. The future study will focus on the classification of different types of welding defects in dissimilar distributions to improve the accuracy.

### 5. Conclusion

This methodological research has provided a procedure of detecting the depth defect in a distinct specimen by combining code and software simulators. This method has suggested the possibility of determining both the size and the depth of the defects in metals or composite caused by any probabilities. Here, computed defect depth was 0.71 cm in comparison to the actual one with accuracy of 13%.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value (cm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$S_0$ displacement (by MCNP simulation)</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_0$ displacement (by MCNP simulation)</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computed defect depth (by MCNP simulation)</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actual defect depth (by SuperMC software and Eq. (1))</td>
<td>0.61</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Fig. 5. The radiography tally results from MCNP code.](image1)

![Fig. 6. Changes in gamma flux emitted from $^{192}$Ir in terms of sample specimen.](image2)
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